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. During the Jo int Air-Sea Interact ion (JASIN) experiment conducted in the northern Rockall Trough 
m the summer of 1978. oceanographic moorings with surface buoys carrying wind recorder were 
deployed in an array designed to in vestigate the variability of the near-surface wind field at scales of 
from 2 to 200 km . The wind records together with Observations Iaken on board the research vessels 
participating in JASI N have. provided ground truth mea;urements for the sea surface wind velocit y 
sen ors on the Seas~l satelhte: Dun~g mo~t of the ~xperiment the wind field was characteriLcd by 
spallal scales !arge m compan son wtth the separallons between the buoys. On several occasions. 
pallal dtlferences associated with cold fronts were identified, and it was pos~ ib le 10 t rack the pas age 

of the .front through the array. However. quantitative analysi; of the variability of the wind field was 
c?mphcate~ both by a Iac k of data due 10 mechanical failures of somc instruments and by ~ ignificant 
dtfferences m the performance of the diverse types of wind recorders. Reevaluation of the instruments 
used in JASI and rccent compari o n of some of thesc instrument; with more conventional sets of 
wind sem.ors confirm the po;sibilit y that there is significant erro r in the J AS! wind measurements 
made from the buoys. In particular. the vector-averaging wind recorder on W2. which was one of the 
few instruments to recover a full length record and which was cho;en during a Seasat-JAS IN 
workshop a; the JAS I tandard , had performance cha racteri!>lics tha t were among thc most difficult 
10 expla in. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Joint Air-Sea Interaction (JASIN) experiment con
ducted in the summer of 1978 (J ASIN 1978) was an interna
tional project fir t proposed by the Royal Meteorological 
Society to the Royal Society of the United Kingdom in 1966. 
The many participants were involved in investigating many 
different facets of air- ea interaction (for an overview of the 
scientific a nd operational plans of JASIN 1978. see Pollord 
[ 1978]). One specific goal of the oceanographic program was 
to inves tigate the horizontal variability of the surface wind 
field on scales of 2 to 200 km, with the hope that the 
variability in the wind stress field could be related to 
horizontal variability of the near-surface oceanic velocity 
and temperature fields. In order to do this, self-recording 
a nemometers or wind recorders were mounted on buoys that 
were moored in a fixed array. The buoys proved to be 
difficult platforms from which to make wind measurements. 
Satt ~pray and waves and the pitch , roll , and heave of the 
buoys created the potential for corrosion, wear, breakage, 
and error. However, because surface float s cause less flow 
disturbance than ships, the buoy wind record were consid
ered to be the best data set for ana lysis of the variability of 
the surface wind field and an important part of the ground 
truth data to be compared with the data from the Seasat A 
scatterometer. 

This paper provides an overview of the instrumentation 
deployed on the JAS IN oceanogra phic buoys (section 2) a nd 
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of the wind data collected du ring the experiment (section 3). 
T ypically, the wind field was dominated by flow with scales 
!arge in comparison with the separat ion of the buoys, but it 
was possible on occasion to identify a shift in wind direction 
that progressed through the array. Further quantitative 
a nalysis of the variability of the wind data was attempted 
(section 4), and as a further aid to interpretation, carefully 
selected wind data from Gill propeller-vane a nemometers 
mounted on FIS M eteor during JASIN were included in the 
intercomparisons. Because of the disparate performance of 
the ins trume nts used in J ASIN, it was diffic ult to distinguish 
instantaneous differences in wind velocity associated with 
the spatial variability of the wind from instantaneous dilfer
ences associated with different instrument types. The area of 
the JASIN experiment, as will be discussed, was charactcr
ized by weather systems wi th scales !arge in comparison 
with the moored array, and these weather systems moved 
slowly through the area. As a result the Ievels of horizontal 
variabi lity were, at low frequencies, small , and comparisons 
of averaged and mean wind velocities are used to invest igate 
differences in ane mometcr performance. Significant differ
ences in mean winds were found, so we reevaluated the 
ability of the instruments uscd in JASIN to make accurate 
wind measurements (section 5). The Ii terature on anemome
ter performance was surveyed. wind tunnel tests were 
conducted , and a n intercomparison experiment carried out 
on a pier. Discussion of the JASIN data in light of the 
reevaluation is presented (section 6), as a re conclusions 
about the appropriateness of using data from the buoys to 
cal ibrate the Seasat sensors. The concern in this paperisthat 
the limitations of the anemometers be understood ; Pierson 
r 1983) addresses the problern of intercomparing ship, buoy' 
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Fig. 1. The location'> of the meteorological triangle (heavy lines) and of the mooring'> deploycd dunng JASI 1978. 
Theinset show~ the area known a' the fixed intensive array (H A) and the area hhadcd) m \~h ich F,S Meteor oper.tled. 

and atellite wind!. which a re each ba-.ed on different !.patia l 
a nd tempo ra l averages. 

2. T H E ARRAY A D THE WIND R ECORDERS 

The JASIN 1978 experiment was conducted in the north
ern Rockall Trough, to the northwest of Scotland ( Figurc I) . 
The earlic'>t deploymcnt of a mooring was on July 9. and the 
last mooring was recovercd on September 8. Moorings H I 
and H3 were located at 60°10' at the northern corner\ of 
the JAS IN me teorological triangle with J I c lo'>e to H3 . Most 
moorings were clustered around the southe rn corner of thi!> 
tria ngle in the fixed inte nsive array (FIA) of oceanographic 
moorings. PI was 44 km to the \Outh of the F IA. Moorings 
W2, BI. B2. B3, B4. K2. K3, H I, H 2. H3, PI. and J I had 
wind recorders. H I. H3, and PI returned no data. Thc tapc 
recorder in the instrument on J I failed. Partial or fulllength 
records were available from W2. H2. BI. B2 . 8 3. 84. K2. 
and K3 and from F/S Meteor. While on '>tation. F/S Meteor 
drifted to the ~outhea'>t of the FIA. Table I '>Ummarizes thc 
data U'>ed in thi '> di!.CU'>Sion. 

The wind recorders were mounted on thc s urface buoys in 
a fashion that minimized Oow di'>turbance. In somc installa
tions. such as on W2 ( Figure 2a), I arge fins were a ttached to 
the superstruc ture of the buoys in a succe<;-,ful attempt to 

orient the buoys with respect to the wind and pre\cnt 
blockage of the Oow to the wind rccorders. In other in'>talla
tions. such as K2 (Figure 2b) and K3 (Figure 2c). fin'> \\ere 
not used . Flow distortion by the Meteor wa'> minim1zed b} 
using wind data from two different location\ dependmg on 
the relative direction of the wind. For winds over the bO\\ 
± 60° a Gill propeller-vane anemometer !GPV Al ahove the 
bridge of the ship a t 22m was used. while for \\ind-, from 
e ither port or \ tarboard (70, to 120° re lative to thc bO\\ l a 
GPVA at 9-m elcvation on a boom extending 10m ahead of 
the bow was U\ed [Lar!(e and Pond, 1982]. 

The wind recorders used on thc buoys were not '>tandard 
commercial meteorological units because pre' iou., mstalla
tions o f meteorological sensors o n oceanographic buoys had 
demonstrated the need for extremely rugged equi pment. Sult 
Spray hit the Sensors, (eaving behind sa(t in the beanngs anu 
on all other surfaces. T he toroidal buoys heave. pitch. aml 
roll a t surface wave frequencies (0.04-0.5 H1). so that the 
wind recorders experience large forccs under altcrnating 
acceleration and deceleration. (Welds in the aluminum con
struction of the vector-mea\uring wind recordcr<, (VMWR ·,, 
eventually parted under this continual working.) Thc '' mu 
recorders must a lso be self-contained. with intcrnal com
pas-.es, recorders. and batteries. Becausc of thc ,e,c.:re 
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TABLE I. JA l Wind Record\ 

ampling Platform 
Platform ln\trument lnve\tigator Rate. min T ype Height. m Span of Record 

W:! vector-avernging Pay ne <W HO[) 
wind recorder 

!5 toroid buoy 3.5 Jul} 30- ept. 6 

W2 vector-measuring Davi~ !SlO) 
wind recorder 

2 toroid 3.5 July 30-Aug. !7 

H2 vector-measunng Davi~ (S!Ol 2 toroid 3.5 July !6-Aug. 10 
'~ind recorder Aug. 27-Sept. 2 

Bl Aanderaa '~ind Paubon <OSU) 3 . .5 toroid :!.5 Aug. I-Sept. 6 
8 2 recorder July 29-Sept. 6 
83 July 28-Sept. 6 
84 J uly 28-Sept. 4 
K2 Aanderaa wind Kä\e (lfM) !0 toroid 7.7 Aug. 22-Sept. 4 
K3 rccorder Zcnk (lfM) cone 1 Aug. 22-Sept. 7 
Meteor Gill propeller-vane Largc <U BCl 1 ship '!.1 or July 23-Aug. 9 

anemometer 9 Aug. 2!-Sept. 5 

WHO!. Wood., Hole Oceanographic Inst itution, Wood'> Hole, Ma~sachu.,ett~; SlO. Scripp-. 
Institution ofOceanography. La Jolla. California ; OSU, Oregon State Univcr.,ity. Corvallh. Oregon; 
lfM , l n~titut fur Meere.,kunde an der Univer.,itat Kie l. Kiel. Federal Republic of Germany: UBC. 
Univer.,ity of Briti~h Columbia, Vancouver. 8ritish Columbia. Canada. 

envtronment and the need for a 10\v-power self-contained 
package. the three types of wind recorder'> ll'>cd on the H, 
W. B. and K moorings were derivatives of oceanographic 
current meters. The in'>truments used on the buoys were thc 
vector-avcraging wind recorder (VA WR), the vector-mea
suring wind recorder (VMWR), and thc Aanderaa wind 
recorder (AWR). The VAWR was used on th W2 buoy. 
VMWR's were used on the W2 and H 2 buoys. The B and K 
buoy-. were equipped with A WR · s. The sen'>Or'> used on 
thc'>C instruments arc shown in Figure 3. 

Thc VA WR is bascd on thc vector-avcraging currcnt 
meter (V ACM) manufactured by EG&G Sea-LinJ... \\ hich i'> 

Fig. 2a. The W2 \urface buoy with the vcctor-averaging wi nd 
recorder (VAWR) and vector-mea~uring wind recordcr (V MWR). 
The fin orient\ the buoy with respect to the wind \o that neither 
w1nd recorder block., the ftow to the other. 

an internally recording oceanographic current meter wit h 
internal mechanical compas and vector-averaging electron
ics. The original sensors were replaced by a !>ct of three cups 
manufactured by Teledyne Geotech and a balanced vane 
enclosed in a protective cage [Payne, !974]. With each 
rotation of the cups, the compas'> and vane bearing~ were 
summed to give direction relative to magnetic north , and the 
sine and cosine of thi~ angle were summed in two !>torage 
registers. At the end of a sample interval the contents of 
these storage register~. vector-averaged component -. of the 
wind velocity, were written to magnetic tape. Both cup and 
vane are sandw1ched between solid aluminum di:.c~ that 
form part of the proteel ive cage. The cup assembly ha<> a 
distance constant of about !5 m fPayne. !981]. With fairly 
crude but rugged bearings and low revolution rate because of 
relatively long (8.5 cm) cup arm , the cup !>cn or is reliable 
for long deployments at sea but has a high threshold , of the 
order of I m s 1. 

The VMWR is an adaptation of the vector-measuring 
current meter (VMCM [Weller and Dal'is. 1980]). Dual 
orthogonal propellers sense the horizontal velocity vector. 
For each quarter revolution of either propeller the instru
ment heading is determined by an internal flux gate compass 
designed to tolcrate tilts of ± 15°. Cosines and sines of that 
angle are added to Storage registers, so that the VMWR. likc 
the VA WR described above, computes and records vector
averaged wind velocities. Thc VM CM propeller<; have an 
angular respon-.e that i<o very close to cosine; over 360° the 
rms deviation of the response from cosine is approximately 
1.5% of the maximum response. The blades of the propellers 
on the VMWR were made thinner than those on the VMCM 
and are 0.1588 cm (0.0625 in.) thick and made of Lexan 
polycarbonate plastic. On W2 the orthogonal propeller<, 
were fixed so that the axes of both formed a 45° angle with 
the fin. The propeller sensors have an on-axis distance 
con~tant of II m [Payne, 1981 j and a Ihreshold of approxi
mately 0.3 m !> - •. For winds paral lel to the fin on W2, thc 
distance constant is probably longer, perhaps by 10%. The 
VMWR had not been used in a field experiment prior to 
JASIN, and its deployment was, in part. a performance and 
endurance test. 

The Aanderaa wind record (A WR) is a commercially 
available adaptation of the Aanderaa Savonius rotor and 
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Fig. :!.b. The K:?. urface buoy with an Aanderaa wind recorder 
(AWR). 

vane current meter. A set of cups and a vane, separate from 
the data Iogger package, sense ~peed and direction. Total 
turns of the cup (scalar-averaged speed) and in~tan taneous 

wind direction are recorded at the end of each data sampling 
interval; the A WR is not a vector-averaging recorder. The 
manufacturers of the instrument (Aanderaa) report distance 
constants of 5 and 4 m. respectively. for the cup sensors and 
the vane. 

The Gill propeller-vane anemometer (GPY A) consi'>t'> of a 
vane-mounted helicoidal propeller with a horizontal axis and 
an optional helicoidal propeller with il'> axi-> tilted down 60 
and mounted off the vertical !.haft that supports the vane. A 
detailed description of the -,ystem used on FIS Meteor is 
given by Pond et al. [ 1979]. The calibration of the propellers 
is set by their pitch. They have demonstrated both good 
calibration stability and , at wind speeds above about I m 
s 1• out'>tanding linearity of calibration [Gi/1, 1975]. Speed 
and direction were low pass fittered (-> ingle-pole R-C circuits 
with 25-s time con<;tants) and recorded every 2 min. On FIS 
Meteor the system did not include a compa~s. '>0 only wind 
directions relative to the ship were available. Crude absolute 
wind directions were calculated using hourly logged ->hip·-. 

heading while the ship wa on statlon near the buoy s 1 F gure 
1) . An advantage of shipboard operation was that en..,or-. 
could be serviced frequently and propellers. beanng ... and 
generators replaced. (Detailed descriptions of the operatlon.., 
on F S Meteor can be found in the work of Siedia and Ztn 
[1980].) 

3. ÜROSS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE Wt D FtELD 
0BSERVED DURI G JASI 1978 

Details of the meteorological (and oceanographicl condi
tions du ring JAS IN 1978 and of the analyse of the data that 
followed the experiment have been reported ciSC\\here hee, 
for example, Pollard et al. [ 1983 ], Guymer et al. [ 1983). and 
other papers in that same volume). Relevant to thl'> dJ\CU<;

sion are the daily weather maps produced by the Briti'>h 
Meteorological Office [Royal Society, 1979) and the map-. of 
surface wind produced by the Seasat A catterometer [ Wm
ceshyn et al., 1980]; these maps show that conditions dunng 
the JAS IN experiment were dominated by !arge (in compari
son with the scale of the wind recorder array) \\Cather 
systems that moved slowly through the JASIN area. A~ a 
result. average winds at all the buoys were U'>ually similar in 
magnitude and direction. tick plots of 4-hour-avcraged 
wind velocity vectors from the in truments on the buoy., 
(Figure 4) show an overall uniformity and generally agree 
with surface winds deduced from the daily weather maps and 
the atellite maps . 

On several occasions, careful examination of the ~IId. 

plots showed a departure from patial uniformity.. veenng of 
the wind direction at one end of the array that lagged that at 
the other end by several hours. On August 30 there \\as such 
an event, which is presented as an example of the data 
collected when the maximum number of wind recorder' 
were Operating at the same time. Fifteen-minute average 

WIND OIRECTION--

TEMPERATURE --~:~~~f!.= 

Fig. 2c. T he K3 ~urface buoy with an Aanderaa \\ md rccorder 
(AWR). 
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Fig. 5. Fifteen-minute averagewind velocity vectors plol!ed every 30 min from 2100 UT on August 30 to 0330 UT 
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Fig. 6. Surface analyses for 0600 UT on August 30 and 0600 UT on August 31. The site of the JAS I e~periment. 
northwest of Scotland, is marked by a cross. These figures are based on maps produced by the British Meteorological 
Office. 
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TABLE :!. August I to Augu\1 9 

Ii. ii. s. J, ~. 9 = tan I (ii/ü), (liz + 0z)1 z. 9- IJvA\\ R• 
en~or m~ m~ m s ms I deg ffi\ 

I dcg S JvA\\R Sul.\'""wR 
W:! VAWR - 2.:!6 - 4.78 5.89 5.89 :!05.3 5.:!8 0.0 1.00 1.00 
W:! VM WR - 1.93 - 4.3 1 5.26 5.26 204.1 4.72 - 1.2 0.89 0.89 
H2 VMWR -2.57 - 4.00 5. 16 5.16 :! 1:!.7 4.75 7.4 0.90 0.90 
BI AWR - 4. 18 - 2.78 5.62 5.79 236A 5.02 31. 1 0.95 0.98 
82 r\WR - 1.09 - 4.86 5.78 5.% 192.6 4.98 - 1:!.7 0.94 1.01 
83 AWR - 4.34 - 2.98 5.85 6.03 214.5 5.26 9.2 1.00 1.02 
84 AWR 1.15 - 4.57 5.42 5.58 165.9 4.71 -39.4 0.89 0.95 
Meuor 

GPVA· 5.61 5.61 0 .93 0.93 

u, v are average vector velocity componenl\ based on 15-min series of (11, u): .1 is an average speed based on the original data , using rotor 
speed from the VAWR and AWR's: .i'J, is average speed corrected to 3.5 m, as discussed in text. 

· Comparison based on times when GPVA data were available. which amoun ted to 83% of the duration of thi~ intercompari~on period. 

wmd velocity vectors were computed from the H2, BI , 8 2. 
83, W2, K2 , a nd KJ wind records. When plotted on a map at 
their respective loeations at ~-hour intervals , the veetor 
show a north to south progre sion of a shift in wind direction 
(Figure 5). Beginning at 2230 UT on August 30 the wind at 
H2 begin to veer clockwise a nd fini she veering by 0100 UT 
on August 31 after rotating approximately 70°: the same 
veering occurs at the FIA , 40 km to the south , but begins a nd 
ends 90 min later. 

Time series of barometric pressure, air temperature , wind 
speed, and wind direction from the W2 VA WR show that a 
drop in barometric pressure and air temperature accompa
nied the wind shift at W2. Surface analyses (Figure 6) for 
0600 UT on August 30 and 0600 UT on August 31 show that 
the wind hifl observed by the moored a rray was. presum
ably. a surface expression of the passage of a cold front. 
Bro11•n [ 1983] gives more discu ion of the passage of this 
front a nd. using Seasat scatte rome ter data, shows how the 
locat ion of the front moved between revolution 929 (2300 UT 
on August 30) a nd revolution 930 (0100 UT on August 31). 

4. l TERCOM PARISON OF THE WIND R ECORDS 

A more detailed intercompari son of the wind data, includ
ing examination of higher-frequency variability, focused on 
two periods when data were available from most of the 
platforms. During August I to August 9, data were available 
from VMWR 's on H2 a nd W2. from the VA WR on W2. from 
the AWR' on BI , 82, 8 3. and 84. and from FIS Meteor. 
From August 27 to September 2, data were available from 
the H2 VMWR, from the W2 VA WR, from the BI , 82 , 8 3, 
84, K2, and K3 AWR 's. and from the GPVA on F/S M eteor. 
Basic statistics of the time series were intercompared. 
Ditferences in the time domain were examined with scatte r 

plots and time series plots. Differences in the frequency 
domain were explored by comparing autospectra and by 
computing cross spectra. 

All GPVA speeds were shifted to a height of 3.5 m with a 
stability dependent model of the wind in a constant flux 
layer. In Tables 2 and 3, mean speeds at 3.5 m are also 
shown for the B and K wind recorders. These shifts were 
made a suming neutra l s tability, since the air a nd sea 
temperatures at each buoy were not available. The stability 
corrections would affect these mean 3.5-m speeds by about 
::!: 1% . The applied corrections were 1.03 tothe B winds, 1.05 
to K3, a nd 0.94 to K2, while no corrections were needed for 
the VAWR and VMWR's, because they were positioned at 
3.5 m. 

The basic s tatistics from the two periods (Table 2 for the 
first time period and Table 3 for the second time period) 
show differences in the direction and speed of the mea n wind 
vectors. The largest direction differences, those between the 
B mooring A WR 's and the other sensors, pers ist for long 
periods of time butjump abruptly from one value to the next, 
suggesting a problern with the compasses of those instru
ments (Figure 7). Some difference in mea n speeds was 
expected from spatial gradients in the wind field. Wind data 
from the ships at the corners of the meteorological triangle 
and the sea Ievel pressure maps suggest mean horizontal 
gradients of wind speed of about I m s 1 per 200 km [Brown 
and Liu , 1982]. Thus between H2 a t the north and the FIA 
the difference in mean wind speeds may be about 0.2 m s 1

• 

The two VMWR' , one at H2 and one at W2 , show a 
measured difference in mean speed ofthat size, 0.15 m s 1

• 

in the first intercomparison period , consistent with the 
mesoscale gradient. However, the two wind instruments on 
W2 a lso show, in the same period, a measured difference of 

TABLE 3. August 27 to September 2 

ü. ii, s. _,, ,. 9 = tan I (ii/ ti), (liz + iiz)1 z. 8- OvAWR· 
Sensor ffi\ m s ms m ~ 

I deg m s I deg .\/SvAWR J, ,/J, WAWR 

W2VAWR 4.60 - 1.75 6.4 1 6.4 1 110.8 4 .92 0.0 1.00 1.00 
H2 VMWR 4.07 - 1.30 5.90 5.90 107.7 4.43 -3. 1 0 .92 0 .92 
BIAWR 3.44 - 2.62 6. 19 6.38 127.3 4.32 16.5 0.97 1.00 
82 AWR 4.44 - 1.38 6. 11 6.29 107.3 4.64 - 3.5 0.95 0 .99 
83 AWR 4. 10 - 1.87 6. 10 6.28 114.5 4.24 3.7 0.95 0 .99 
84 AWR 4.08 1.76 6.02 6.20 66.7 4.44 - 44. 1 0.94 0.97 
K2 AWR 3.30 - 2. 10 5.37 5.03 12:!.5 3.91 11.7 0.84 0.78 
K3AWR :!.42 - 3.51 5.68 5.96 124.6 4.26 13.8 0 .89 0 .94 
Meteor 

GPVA· 5.64 5.64 0.95 0.95 

· Comparison based on times when GPVA data were available, which amounted to 95% of the duration of this intercompari~on period. 
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p<)~t, .staning August I. The K A WR 's are plolled from a common point. stanmg August 22. 
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Fig. 8. Scallcr ploh intercomparing wind specd from (a) the W2 VAWR (3.5 m), (b) the BI A WR (2.5 m). (c) the 
GPVA (3.5 m). and (d) the H2 VMWR (3.5 m) with ;pced data from the W2 VMWR (3.5 ml for the period of Augu\t t-9. 
1978. The speeds are in meter> per second. Solid lines indicate the 45 or I: I line. 
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September 2. 1978. T he speeds are in meters per second. Solid lines indicate the 45° or I : I linc. 

0.63 m s 1
, or approximately II % . showing that there is 

significant error in the mean wind speeds recorded by one or 
both of the in!.trume nts on W2. 

For thc fi rst intercomparison period, a ll the records were 
compared in the time domain to the W2 VMWR. Scatter 
plots (Figures 8a, Sb, Sc. a nd 8d) how that within the 
Iimitatio n'> imposed by diffe rences in sen~ors a nd record ing 
techniques all wind speeds except those fro m the VA WR 
:.catter rough ly abo ut a I to I relatio n with the other wind 
speed. At a speed of about 4 m s - 1 the VAW R-V MW R 
relationship change . and above 6 m s 1 the VA WR speed 
are approximately 0.7 m ~ 1 higher than the VM WR speeds. 
In Figure 9. data fro m the second intercomparison period are 
plotted aga inst the W2 VA WR data , since the W2 VMWR 
had fa iled by this t ime. ln general, the scatter plo ts show 
similar feature~ to Figure 8 in that above 4 m ~ 1 the VA WR 
speed were consistently higher than other peeds. 

lt i important to e mphasize the time-dependent nature of 
the performance of the wind recorders. At times. especia lly 
in moderate (3 to 6 m s 1

) winds, the W2 VA WR wind 
speeds were much higher than the VMWR winds; these 
times are the source of the points in Figure Ha that lie above 
the bulk of the data points. No cause for t h i ~ behavior could 
be determined. For July 3 1 to August 5 time series plo ts of 
the wind ~peed . averaged over 30 min , from the W2 VA WR. 

the W2 VMWR, and the H2 VMWR show (Figure 10) this 
Iack of statio narity in the differences between the speeds. 
The VA WR record cannot be brought into agreement wi th 
the W2 VMWR e ither by multiplying by a cons tant or 
applying a n o ffset. It is poss ible that the s tat istics shown in 
Tables 2 and 3 are biased by the complicated nature of the 
wind time series. In pa rticular , the mean wind speeds for 
each time period , tho ugh importa nt sta ti stics. may be biased, 
a nd the ra tios of speeds in the tables may not reflect the 
rela ti ve performance o f the sensors during sma ller segme nts 
of the time series. As a check, the s ta ti stics were computed 
for nonoverla pping 24-hour segments o f the time eries, and 
the results supported the findings presented in Tables 2 and 
3. There is some varia tionintime ofthe rela tive pe rforma nce 
of the wind recorde rs, particularly in rela tive magnitudes o f 
the vector component o fthe wind , a nd the 24-hour averages 
are shown for two Iongersegme nts ofthe JAS IN experimc nt 
m Figures ll aand ll b. 

Autospectra ofthe wind velocit y time series were comput
ed for bo th the first a nd second (Figure 12) periods. (These 
autospectra are the sum of the autospectra o f u a nd o f v a nd 
thus show an energy Ievei proportio nal to the kinetic ener
gy.) The mo t st riking difference between the a utospectra i:. 
that while a ll a re red a t low frequencie with a slope of 
between - 4 and -3, those o f the AWR data c hange slo pe a t 
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Fig. 10. Time ~erie~ of 30-min-a,emged \\ind ;pecd from the W"2 
VAWR. the W2 YMWR. and the H"2 YMWR. 

frequencies near 0.20 cph and Ievel off. <;howing much higher 
energy leveh at high frequencie!> than the VA WR or VMWR 
o;pectra. Cro'>s spectra were aho calculated (Figure 13). 
Between any pair of wind records in thc first intercompari
son period the coherence at frequencie~ below - 0.06 cph is 
between 0.9 and 1.0, and the corresponding phase anglcs are 
close to 0°. Cross spectra of thc data from the first period 
show that thc lo '> of coherence, in general, increao;es with 
increasing c,eparation. At no separation (the W2 VMWR and 
W2 VA WR) the coherence is clo1.e to 1.0 only at low 

frequencies. With increasing '>eparation the los'> of coher
ence occur at lower frequencies and the coherence e
crease more quickly with increa ing frequency . 

ln summary. similar low-frequency variabilit} of the w nd 
was recorded by all instruments. However. mean speed' 
varied as much as 22% and mean direction'> by a., much a' 
44°. Excluding the VA WR. the scatter plots showed that 
there was an approximate linear relationship between the 
records from different in truments. Below 4 m ., 1 the 
VA WR appeared to have one linear calibration: above 6 m 
s 1 it appeared to have another, and the difTerence betw.een 
the VA WR and V M WR on W2 wa non tauonary . The 
amount of scatter in the scatter plots increased and the 
coherence at high frequencies decreased with greater epara
tion or difTering instrument type. The performance of the 
A WR's at high frequency was striJ...ingly different from that 
of the other instruments. as evidenced b} the high energ} 
Ievels at frcquencie grcater than 0.20 cph. Different imtru
ments on different buoys and on the M ereor performed 
differently. 1t is not possible, however. to judge from the 
data alone which instrument introduced the least error. 

5. REEVALUATION OF THE JAS IN A CMOMCTERS: 
SOURCES OF ERROR 

The goal in preparing for thc JAS! experiment had been 
to insure that wind data would be recovered from the 
instruments on the buoys, and to achieve that goal, rather 
rugged sensors with little known performance characteri'>tlc 
wcre used. Thc findings of section 4 were cause for concem 

--W2 VAWR ······SCALM W2 VAWR - W2 VMWR - - - -H2 VMWR 

NORTH 
(ms·'J 

ICIO 

Fig. I Ia. Compari~on of daily averaged wind ~pecd. direction. and vector components from the W'!. VAWR. W"2 
YMWR. and H2 YMWR. The scalar W2 VAWR record i; di~cu~;cd in section 6. 
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econd intercompari~on period (August 27 to September 2) . The 
coverage of the high frequencies differs because of thc different 
sampling rate\ of the instruments; all autospectra have been calcu
lated from the original time series and band averaged in the same 
way. inety-five percent confidcnce Iimits arc shown. 

Fig. 13. Coherence betwcen various wind records with increas
ing spatial separation from (top) thc first intercomposition pcriod 
and (bottom) the second intercomparison pcriod. T he horiwntal 
lines are the 95% confidence Ievels. 
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about the ability of the anemometers used on the buoys to 
make accurate wind mea urements and in ~pired an eiTort to 
reevaluate the performance of the JA I anemometers. 
This evaluation involved applying result<; given in the Iitera
ture describing ancmometer performance: calibrating and 
measuring the re~pon e characteri<;tic'> of the VA WR . 
VMWR. and . as a standard. a '>Cl of Gill cup-. (model 6101. 
manufactured b} R. M. Young): conducting a field intercom
parison of thc VA WR. VMWR. and Gill cup sen~or-.: and 
estimating the additional elfech of buoy motion and the 
structure of the marine boundar} layer on anemometer 
performance . The goal of the evaluation wa'> to identi fy the 
probable sources and size of the error in each of the JAS I 
wind records. 

5.1. A nemometer Performance as Discu.\.\ed 
in rhe Literature 

Therc exi ts an extensive Iiteratu re on the performance of 
rotating anemometer'i. e pecially cup anemometers. Mea
surements made in the same place by different anemometers 
may dilfer by as much as 30r;f [MacCready. 1966], showing 
that the '>ize of mea-.urement error is a valid concern. The 
size of the error depend'> upon the characteristics of the 
instrument (sensor phy<;ical characteri '>tics and data process
ing techniques) and of the wind field (intensity of turbulent 
velocity fluctuations relative to the mean wind). Even when 
accurately calibratcd in <,teady flow. ancmometcrs may 
introduce error from ( I) the inability of the sensor'> to follow 
high-frequency Ructuations in the wind vector. (2 ) a Iack of 
cosine angular response functions in either the horiw ntal or 
vert ical or both . and (3) too infrcquent sampling. particularly 
of direction, resulting in alia'>ing. 

Cup anemometers respo nd to rapid increases in wind 
speed more quickly than to rapid decrea es. As a result of 
th is asymmetric response the measured wind speed is higher 
than the true averaged speed . This error is known as 
overspeeding. lt depends primarily on the distance constant 
and the tu rbulence intensity and has been discussed by 
Onuma [1 957], Wyngaard er al. [1971] , and others. Two field 
experiment using both cup and sonic anemometer'> on 
towers over land have given an indication of the magnitude 
of the error in cup anemometer measurements. l::.umi and 
Barad [ 1970] report cup wind ~peeds that were II 10 15% 
higher than sonic anemometer wind speed-. during a fie ld 
experiment at a Kan<;as wheat field: at a la ter intercompari
son of the same cup and sonic anemometers with a hot wire 
anemometer at Hanscom Field they found the cup ancmom
eter mean winds tobe 16% higher than thc sonic or hot wire 
anemometer winds. l ::.umi and Barad [ 1970) suggestcd that 
roughly one third of the overe timation wa'> associated with 
the nearness of the instruments to the tower on which they 
were mounted . BusinJ?er er a/. [1971] reduccd the cup wind 
speed from the Kan'>as experiment by IOC:f before u<,ing the 
data. The second field experiment wa<; at Mar ta, Sweden, 
where Hagstrom [ 1974] found that he had to reducc cup 
wind Speeds by 10%. Whether or not thc overestimation 
reported from thesc tower cxperiments was due solely to 
overspeeding error has been the subject of much discu<;sion. 
Howevcr, Wyngaard er al . [1 982) believe thc original analy
sis of thc Kansas data is still valid . lt is clear that overspccd
ing did exist. even with thc light weight . high-performance 
cups that were used. 

Hyson I 1972], McBean [ 1972] , Busch and Krisrensen 

[ 1976], and Kaganm· and Yag/om [1976] have <;tre<>-.ed that 
errors due to nonco ine verttcal respon e ma} bt! a targe or 
larger in magnitude than overspeeding error. Fluctuauon in 
the vertical component of the '' ind 'elocJt} shtft er. the angle 
in the vert ical at which thc vvi nd hns the en-.or tf the 
sensor responsc F (cr) is greater than cos (er). the ,en-.or V~.ill 
measure a wind speed higher than the true honzontal wind 
speed. Simi larly, if F (a) i'> less than cos (a). the measured 
wind will be lower than the true horizontal wind. The 
magnitude of the error in the mean horizontal '' md depend' 
upon F (a) and the probability di tribuuon of er. "hich j, 
related to inten~it y of the turbulent fluctuation~ \\ htch m turn 
depend on stability. MacCready I 1966[. using a measured 
vertical response. F (a). for cups and time sene-. of the 
intensity of tu rbulence measured at White Sand-. Pro\ing 
Ground . predicted a maximum of 611 overe~timauon due to 
noncosine vertical respon'>e of the cup'>, 1'7c overe\tJmation 
due to overspeeding. and 3.5lk overe~timat ion due to data 
proce'ising. Fluctuations in the horizontal plane perpendicu
lar to the mean wind also Iead to overe timation b}- cup 
anemometers; they respond to the mean speed of the hori
zontal component ofthe wind . [(U + u ')2 + u'2j 1 ~ . Banstein 
[ 1967] included that etfect and estimated that under unstable 
conditions the cup overestimation error would range from 
16% at 0.5-m elevation to 8% at 16-m elevation: under 
neutral conditions the error would rangc from 8t:f at 0.5 m to 
4% at 16 m. 

Calculating the east-west and north-south vector compo
nents from cup speed and vane direct ion data may introduce 
additional error. The Cartcsian components are calculated 
accord ing to 

u(r) = S(r) in [ fJ( r)] 

and 

u(r) = Si r) cos [f)( r)] 

where 5(1) is the wind speed and f)(r) is the wind dtrection. 
The Fourier transforms of those equations are 

u'(f) = S'<f)•(sin [tKtl]) 

u'(f) = S'(Jl•(cos I tKr)J) 

whcre the astcrisk represents convolution, the angle bracl\
ets represent the Fourier tran form. and f is frequenc). 
Because of thc convolution. improper \ampling of -.peed or 
direction and/or poor high-frequency rcspon e of the '>peed 
or direction scnsors introduce error over a wind range of 
frcqucncies. including frcquenc ie~ much lovv er than the 
ampling rate of the instrument. 

Much le s effort has been devoted to the tud}- of propel
ler-vane and orthogonal propeller anemometers than to the 
cup anemometcr'>. Orthogonal propellers with cosine re
spon'>c would eliminate error cau ed by noncosine re'>pon-.e 
and. because of the linear rclation bctween the mcasured 
quantities and the Cartcsian velocity vector componenl'>. 
would confine sensor error to the frequencies at '' hich it 
occurred. In contrast to cups which overe timate the mean 
Row when Ructuations are pre ent, propeller~. because hft 
as we il as drag forces are important, undere timate the mean 
flow in the presence offluctuations parallel to the mean flov\ 
[Busch er al .. 1980: Dm ·is and Weller, 1980]. Mac CrcadY· .., 
[1966] study included propeller-vane and propeller \ensor' 
Fully orienting propeller-vane sensor overesumate the 
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T ABLE 4. VA WR Calibrations 

Date 

197~ 
1972 
19 0 
1980 
19 0 
1980 
19 Ot 

Cup Material 

Mylar 
Mylar 
Mylar 
Mylar 
Lex an 
Lex an 
Lex an 

Calibration• 

S = 1.742R + 0.48 
S = 1.752R + 0.59 
S = 1.756R + 1.08 
S = 1.740R + 1.74 
S = 1.766R + 0.82 
S = 1.739R + 0.99 
S = 1.677R + 0.68 

• S is in meters per second: R is revolutionrate in revolutions per 
second. 

t Thi calibration was done in the 5 x 7 Wind Tunnel: all others 
were done in the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel. 

mean wind: using turbulent intensity Ievel measured at 
White Sand Proving Ground, MacCready [1966] estimated 
that maximum error for such a sensor located at 4-m 
elevat ion i 8%. Fixed propeller sensors typically have an 
angular response that falls below cosine and resembles cos2 

(8) and. as a result, underestimate wind velocity. A propel
ler-vane en or may undere timate owing to the angular 
response of the propeller. The net error of a cosine propeller 
[MacCready, 1966] is a small (le s than I%) overestimation 
error. Smith et al. [ 1976] intercompared a sonic, a thrust , 
and a Gill propeller-vane anemometer, mounted 10 to 13m 
above sea Ievel on the beach of Sable lsland. Mean winds 
from the GPV A were les than 5% higher than those of the 
sonic, and the thrust peeds were in between, but closer to 
the GPV A. The differences are within the manufacturer's 
specification of ±2% for a Gill propeller and ±3% for the 
sonic. There was also good agreement between measure
ments of the downstream turbulent intensity. Horst [1973] 
reports that mean winds measured by a Gill uvw propeller 
anemometer were approximately 5% higher than those mea
sured by sonic anemometers. 

5.2. Wind Tunnel Tests of the VAWR, VMWR, and 
Gilt Cup and Vane Sensors 

Wind tunnel tests were conducted in 1980 at the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology's Wright Brothers Wind 
Tunnel (with an experimental area 7.5 feet across, 10 feet 
high, and 15 feet long) and at it 5 x 7 Wind Tunnel (5 feet 
high, 7 feet wide). Tests were conducted to repeat steady 
flow calibra tions, to determine the angular response fu nc
tions of the different sensors and to measure response 
lengths of the various sensors. The Gill cup and vane had 
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Fig. 14. Vertical response functions F {a) [from MacCready, 
1966] are shown in Figure 14a for two different cup anemometers. a 
propeller-vane anemometer where the vane is constrained to remain 
in the horizontal plane. and a fully orienting propeller-vane ensor. 
Vertical response functions shown in Figure 14b were measured in 
the wind tunnel. A cosine curve is drawn in Figures 14a and l4b for 
reference. Positive angles indicate tilt toward the wind. 

TABLE 5. Anemometer Distance Constants 

Gil! cups 
VAWR cups 
VMWR propellers 
Aanderaa cups 
Aanderaa vane 
Bur(s [1975) cups• 

*Discussed in section 5.4. 

Measured, 
m 

3.5 ± 0.2 
14.5 ± 2 
10.9 ± 0.8 

Manufacturer's 
Specification. m 

3.7 

5 
4 
1.5 

calibration data and response characteristics provided by the 
manufacturer (R. M. Young) and served as an experimental 
control. 

Steady flow calibration of the Gill cup set in the 5 x 7 
Wind Tunnel yielded S = 0.72R + 0.2, where S is wind speed 
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Fig. 15. Scatter plots of the data from the dock intercompari
son. (Top) Camparisan of VMWR and Gill cup speeds: (bottom) 
comparison of VA WR and Gill speeds. Solid lines indicate the 45• or 
I : I line. 
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in meters per econd and R is cup revolution rate in 
revolutions per second. The manufacturer's calibration was 
S = 0.75R + 0.3. Table 4 summarizes the calibration history 
of the VA WR. S = I. 75R + 0.5 wa the calibrat1on used to 
interpret the JASI 1978 W2 VA WR data. The original 
design testing and calibration of the VMWR ensor had 
been done at the Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sci
ence department 's wind tunnel at the University of Califor
nia. San Diego [Weller, 1978) . Calibration of three in tru
ments before JAS! found a calibration of S = 0.375R. The 
actual instruments u ed in JAS! did not ~urvive the experi
ment. A VMWR sen or a sembly was borrowed from 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Russ Davi ) for the 
wind tunnel tests. and for the pier test a complete VMWR 
was borrowed. 

The vertical response function . F(a), of the en ors were 
mea ured by tilting the plate to which the sensor were 
mounted and inclining them at various fixed angle while 
maintaining a constant flow speed in the wind tunnel. The 
results are shown in Figure 14b: Figure 14a shows the 
vertical response functions of <,everal other sensor , taken 
from MacCready [1966]. 

Distance constants were determined using the procedure 
given by MacCready and Jex [1964); the senc;ors were 
released from rest and the data taken only after the specd 
sensor had reached half its final speed. Six tcst runs on the 
Gill cups gave a distance constant of 3.5 m ± 0.2 m: the 
manufacturer's value wa~ 3. 7 m. Four test runs of the Lex an 
VA WR cups gave a distance constant of 14.5 m ± 2 m . 
Fourteen test runs ot the VMWR propellers at speeds 
between 1.4 m <; 1 and 7.3 m ~ 1 gave a distance constant of 
10.9 m ± 0.8 m. For ease of comparison the di stance 
constants of various anemometer'> di cussed in this paper 
are summarized in Table 5. 

5.3. Field lnrercomparisons ofrhe VMWR, VAWR, and 
Gill Cup and Vane AnemomeTers 

The VA WR, VMWR. and Gill cup a nd vane <,ensors tested 
in the wind tunnel were mounted on two pilings 5 m out from 
the end of a short dock and 25 m from shorc. The sen or 
were mounted at the same height (3 m above the water). and 
thc prevailing wind during the test period was from the 
southwest. reaching the sen~or!. after several miles of travel 
over open water. The outputs from each ~ensor set were 
vector averaged and recorded. Scatter plots (Figure 15) 
show (I) that there was close agreement bet ween the Gill and 
VMWR anemometers and (2) that the VA WR speeds were 
high in comparison with both the Gill and the VMWR speeds 
when the wind speed wa~ bclow approximately 4 m - I and 
were low when the wind '>pecd was above 4 m s 1

• The 
disagreement between the Gill and the VA WR was particu
larly striking , as the scatter plot suggested that the VA WR 
may have responded according to a calibration different from 
that establi hed in the wind tunnel. 

5.4. Addirional Effects on rhe Performance of 
Buoy-Mounred AnemomeTers 

The Ievel of intensity of the turbulence ovcr the ocean is 
lower than that over land because of the c;maller surface 
drag. Kondo e r al. [1971] estimate that mechanical anemom
eter measurement error over the land during the day is 3 to 4 
times !arger than that over the land at night which in turn i 
two times !arger than that over the sea. Thus Iack of vertical 

co ine response in a wind sen~or mountec.l on a fixed 
platform would cause less error over the ocean than o"er 
land. Al o the mean wind peed and mean horizontal compo
nent of the wind ditfer by only 0.5c:f over the ocean [Pond e t 
al., 1979]. On the other hand. in a weakly buo}ant boundar) 
layer roll vortices are common [LeA/one, 19 0]. The pattern 
of flow a5 ociated with the roll vortice~ may at time cau~e 

the mean wind vector tobe weil out of the honzontal plane. 
Further. ocean urface waves both atfect the airftow o-.:er 

the water and cause movement of buoy and h1p w hich 
atfect wind sen or performance. The urface \~a-.e field 10 

the JASIN area was tudied with variou wa-.:e rider and 
pitch-roll buoy [Srewarr, 1980]. Daily averaged significant 
wave heights varicd bctwcen I and 5 m. Typical "alue~ ofthe 
daily averaged s ignificant wave height \o"ere near 2 m: the 
peak value of nearly 5 m occurred on Augu t 19 following the 
tronge t wind event. The frequency of the waves associatec.l 

with the peak in the surface wave frequency spectra varied 
between 0.08 Hz and 0.15 Hz, with a mea n value of0.12 Hz. 
The disturbance of the airflow by the waves is limited to near 
the surface , at elevations of the order of one wave he1ght 
[Hasse er al., 1977) . The motion of the buoy. bothup and 
down heaving and side to ide pitching and rolling. can 
introduce ~ignificant error. Pond [1968] notes that as a re'>ult 
of the buoy motion the sensors are tipped with respect to the 
horizontal, movc up and down through the wind profile. anc.l 
are displaced through a roughl y elliptical path at the penod 
of the dominant surface waves. Considering the W2 VA WR 
with its long-distance constant, /0 = 15m at a height;: - 3.5 
m, suppo e that the 3-dbar down frequency. f 0 = U(2 mo) I. 

is characteristic of the frequency above which the response 
is significantly asymmetric. The peak of the downstream 
turbulence spectrum , JP = 0.01 U/z = 0.063 · /0 · fo;: 
0.27/0, is not much below f 0• so a Iot of the turbulence 
produces overspeeding. At low wind speeds the entire wave 
spectrum contributes to overspecding. For example, at U -
4 m s 1 frequencies above fo = 0.42 Hz or period le s than 
23 s arenot properly averaged. However, at higher winds. 10 
m s 1, for example, fo equals 0.11 Hz and only a portion of 
the wave spectrum (period!> of less than 9.4 s) gives ri'>e to 
overspeeding. The etfect of swell , therefore, will be more 
pronounced at low wind speed . Field intercomparisons of 
identical cup anemometers 5 m above the sea surface on a 
stable spar buoy and an adjacent toroid buoy [Burt, 1975] 
found that the scalar-averaged mean wind from the more 
active toroid buoy were 7% higher than tho e mea~ured from 
the spar. (The two anemometers in that experiment had wind 
tunnel calibrations that agreed within 1% cup with a di'>
tance con<;tant of 1.5 m, a threshold of 1.5 m s 1

, and a 
turning radius of 9.5 cm.) Our observations of the mouon of 
buoys similar to those used in JAS! indicate that the 
maximum amplitude of buoy pitch and roll for a toroid I'> 
about ±8° in fully developed seas resulting from wind of up 
to 15 m s 1, while that for a cone-shaped buoy like K2 1s 
even !arger. Finally. buoy motions may introduce direc!lon 
errors in mechanical compasses, and buoy tilt will cause 
errors in rigidly mounted nux gate compasses if the} are 
inclined with respect to the vertical component of the earth · '> 
magnetic field. 

6. REEVALUATIO OF THE JAS! ANEMOMETER : 
A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK AT THE DATA 

The magnitude of the total crror in measurements of the 
wind by a mechanical anemomcter is related to the platform 
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motion. to the Ievel of inten ity of the fluctuations in the 
apparent \\-ind reaching the en or , to the performance 
characteri tic of the en or . and to the way in which the 
Cartesian component of the wind are computed . Because 
buoy motion and ftuctuations in the true wind were not 
monitored. it i not po ible to evaluate quantitatively the 
error in the mea urement made by each JASI anemome
ter. but it i po sible to as e s the performance of each of the 
JASIN in trument ba ed on the result di cu ed in section 
5 and to e timate the magnitude and sign of the error. 

All the A WR' , both on the 8 moorings and the K 
moorings, recorded energy Ievels at high frequencies that 
were above tho e ofthe records from the VAWR, VMWR's, 
and GPV A. This was the result of the method in which the 
A WR' mea ure the wind velocity. The cups accumulate 
tums so that a calar average speed is recorded, but only one 
instantaneou reading of direction i recorded. A discu ed 
above, alia ing re ults. The VA WR recorded, in addition to 
vector-averaged velocity components, speed and an instan
taneous direction; the e were used to create a wind record 
ampled as by an A WR for compari on with the vector

averaged VA WR wind record. The pectrum of the imulat
ed A WR record had high-energy Ievel at high frequencie 
when compared with the spectrum of the vector-averaged 
record that was shown in Figure 12. The effect appeared at 
frequencies as low as 0.05 cph; at 2 cph the simulatcd A WR 
record had an energy Ievel 20 times that of the vector
averaged record. The mean speed of the simulated A WR 
record was 2% higher than the mean speed of the vector
averaged rccord. The VMWR and the VA WR avoid aliasing, 
because they compute vector-averaged Cartesian velocity 
components at a rapid rate. 

The performancc of cup anemometers, as shown by Burt 
[1975], is sensitive to buoy motion ; a cup anemometer on a 
toroid had speed 7% higher than one on a spar. All the 
JASIN cup anemometer were on active toroid or conc 
buoys. A discu sed in section 5, a I arge source of error with 
sensit ive cup anemometer is their noncosine response to 
flow out of the horizontal plane. On a rigid platform an 
estimate of the effect of the out of horizontal ftuctuations is 
made (see, for example, MacCready [1966]) by taking the 
probability distribution of the angle a, the wind with respect 
to the horizontal plane to be Gau sian. The measured mean 
wind Ü is then estimated by 

J
m2 

Ü = P(a)UF(a) da 
- 'Tr/2 

where U is the total wind, F(a) i the vertical response of the 
sensor, and P(a) is the Gau s ian distribution. Over the 
ocean , where the Ievel of turbulent intensity is smaller than 
that over land, the tandard deviation of the distribution, 
P(a) , is smaller [SetlwRaman , 1979] than that over land. 
However, surface wave height and thus buoy motion also 
have a roughly Gau ian probability distribution. The angle 
of incidence of the wind at the en or on the buoy will be thc 
sum of the angle a, the angle of the wind with respect to the 
horizontal, and ß, the angle of the inclination of the buoy. 
The probability distribution of the sum of the angles will bc 
the convolution of the two probability distributions. Exccpt 
in calm seas, P(a + ß) will be broad, with a standard 
deviation greater than P(a) over land. In addition, thcre is 

evidence from JASl [Jshida , 1980) of the pre ence of roll 
vortice . The wind runnel te t on the VA WR and published 
data for cup sets how that both the VA WR and the A WR 
cup anemometer have vertical re pon e function greater 
than cos (a). These in trument will mea ure a mean wind 
that i high in comparison with the true mean wind. The 
VA WR , becau e of the effect of the hielding around the 
cup on it vertical respon e function, will introduce !arger 
error than the AWR's. Additional overspceding error are 
probably not negligible. The distance constant of the A WR 
cups is 5 m and of the VA WR cups is 15m. For comparison, 
Burt's [1975) cups had a distance con tant of 1.5 m. As a 
re ult, the VA WR overresponse should bc greater, owing to 
both its vertical response function and its unresponsive 
cup , than the A WR overrcsponse. Extrapolating from 
Burt's [1975) results, the AWR winds may be at least 7% 
high and the VA WR wind may be 10% high. However, the 
additional error associated with the mcasurement of only 
instantaneous direction may bring the A WR error closer to 
that of the VA WR. 

The GPV A on the Meteor wa an orienting propeller 
sensor at either 22 or 9 m. Because turbulent scales increase 
with height , because the Meteor was more stable than the 
buoy , and because the propellers were fast response sen
sors, the GPV A had the potential (if the effect of the ship 's 
disturbance of the ftow field i properly dea lt with) to make 
the most accurate mea urements. The propeller-vane sensor 
(lo = 0.8 m, z = 9 m, fo = 0.2 m 1U, J,, = 0.006/0) should 
have been able to properly average all wave motions and 
almost all of the turbulent Auctuations. The Gill propellers 
have an angular response function that falls slightly below 
cosine [1/orst, 1973]. However, unlike a fixed propeller, the 
GPVA orients into the wind, and over the occan the horizon
tal wind vector will usually be close to parallel to the GPVA, 
o that the underes timation associated with the noncosine 

angular response of the propellerwill be vcry small [Pond et 
al., 1979]. Total error is small, perhaps of the order of I% in 
addition to a ± 2% calibration uncertainty. 

The VMWR propellers were fixed orthogonal sensors. lf 
their re ponse wa cosine, thcy would re pond only to axial 
flow, and if axial ftuctuation s in wind speed were pre ent, 
they would underestimate the mean wind speed, though by 
only a fraction of the magnitude of the overestimation of a 
cup anemometer with the same distance constant. The 
VMCM propeller sensors were tested singly in the wind 
tunnel and found to have cosine angular response within I%. 
The spacing between the two propellers and thc electronics 
case was chosen to minimize disturbance of the flow reach
ing the sensors, and both propellers were found to have 
cosine angular response in the water. However, recent tow 
tank tests show that decreasing the thickne s ofthe propeller 
blades (from 0.3176 cm a on the VMCM to 0.1588 cm) to 
make the VMWR propellers lighter degraded their horizontal 
cosine response by 3%. The measured vert ical response of 
one propeller on the sensor assembly used in JASIN was 
slightly above cos2 a and below cos a; thc wind tunnel tests 
showed that in air the vertical a ngular response was affected 
by flow disturbance by the sensor it elf. The result of this 
will be an underresponse. Thc angular re pon e of the 
VMWR propeller is not as far from cos (a) as that of the 
VA WR cup , and the VMWR propcller i more respon ive 
than the VA WR cup set. The VMWR, thcn , may have 
underestimated the mean wind by something of the order of 
3%. 
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TA8LE 6. Percent Dilference Between the Mean Wind Speeds 
From the Various In'>trument~ and the GPVA for Intercomparison 

Period~ I and 2 

Performance 
Period I Period 2 Estimate* 

W2VAWR .... 7 +5 + 10 :!:? 
W2 VMWR - 4 - 3 
H2 VMWR - 3 - 3 - 3 
BI AWR +5 +5 +7 
82 AWR + 8 +4 +7 
83 AWR .,.9 +4 +7 
84 AWR ... 2 +2 +7 
K2AWR - 17 +7 
K3 AWR - I +7 
GPVA 0 0 + I 

· Values represent the error e~umate assigned to each in trument 
ba~ed upan its performance characteristic~ . 

The magnitudes of the e rrors assigned to each of the 
JASIN anemometers should be taken only as estimates. 
However, the igns of the errors and the re lat ive magnitude 
are probably correct. During the dock te t , VMWR speeds 
were I to 2% lower than the Gill cup speeds. which i 
consi<;tent with the belief that the Gi ll cups. which are fast 
re!.ponse <;ensor<; . may overe!>timate the wind peed slightly 
and that the VMWR propeller may underest imate the w ind 
speeds. The wind tunnel and the dock tests of the VA WR , 
however . showed a 6%: variat io n between different attempts 
to ca librate the instrument in the wind tunnel and a nonlinea r 
respon<,e to wind s peed in the fie ld . Thu besides the errors 
from the no ncosinc a ngular respon e and !arge di stance 
constant of the VA WR cups. tha t instrument has an ill
defined laboratory t:alibratiun that t:annot be tran~ferred to 
the interpretation of data from field expcriments. 

Generally. the pcrformance of the JASIN anemomcters 
during the 1978 experiment is consis tent with thi s evalua
tion . eglecting calibration errors and taking the GPVA to 
be a tandard. the percent differences between the GPV A 
mean wind speed and those measured by the other instru
ments compare favorably to thc estimates of error fou nd by 
considering the performance characteri tics of each sensor 
(Table 6) . Only thc K2 and K3 A WR records fail to how 
agreement between field performance and estimated error. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The JAS IN w ind recorder a rray wa useful because it 
provided the ability to track the pas age of gross Features in 
the w ind field. However, a closer examina tio n of thc wind 
data raised doubts about the performance of the a nemome
ters. U ing wind tunnel teM rcsuh and results from Iitera
lure. the performance of the JASIN wind sensors were 
estimated as follow!.: the VA WR overe!>timates by 10% , the 
A WR overestima tes by 7% . thc GPV A has the sma llest e rror 
(of the order of 1%). a nd the VMWR underestimates by 3% . 
These percentage'> are only e timates; the sign a nd relative 
magnitude of the errors reftect differences found in the 
performance characteri stics o f the sen or and. with the 
exceptio n of thc K2 and K3 A WR's. are consistent with the 
data from the 1978 JAS! ficld expe riment. 

Given the divcr~c pe rformance charactcristics of the vari
ous wind recorde rs. the results are no worse than expccted. 
It is difficult to make accurate wind measurements from a 
buoy. The very rugged, wcll-<;hie lded sensors of the W2 
VA WR prov ided the only full length wind record fro m a 

buoy. However. the value of the VA WR record 1 compro 
mi ed by the Iack of a repeatable laboratory cahbration. the 
no nlinear performance of the sen ors in the field. and the 
overestimation e rrors as ociated with the VA WR cup-, . 
More responsive, un hielded sen or ulfered mechamca l 
fa ilures. Since there are al o difficultie w ith mal.mg mea-

urement from research hips [Au.{;'stein et al .. 19~4 : Kid
weil and Seguin, 1978] a nd aircraft [Te/ford et al. 19.,7). 
thcre i no absolute wind reference with which to e tabli h 
the accuracy of a ny JAS! wind mea urement ( ee aJ o 
articles in the work of Dobson et a/. [ 1980]). Thi i\ a enou 
deficiency because the po sible error are !arger than the 
near-surface wind field variability that wa tobe inve tigated 
and because JAS! winds have been u ed to tune the late'>t 
Sea a t A catterometer wind algorithm. For the lauer pur
pose. the W2 VA WR wind record wa cho en as the JASI:--1 
standard. Thi buoy comparison tudy has shown that the 
performance of the W2 VA WR is difficuh to under tand and 
tha t it may be in error by more than was uspected b}- Brm' 11 

et a/. [ 1982] . They sta ted tha t it overestimate the w inds b} 
only a few tenths o f a meter per second ba ed on consistenq 
checks with ship and buoy Observat ions. ln the future. a 
well-understood a nd calibrated reference wind mea urement 
is needed in order to obtain the be t pos ible ground truth of 
known accuracy for evaluating the scatterometer measure
ments of wind speed or Stress. 
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